


 
 
Life is (blank)  
 
For a while now, I have been writing music for folks I play with 
(much of it for So Percussion) which relies on translating words 
into structures, rhythms and harmonies/melodies.  Though the end 
result could be put down on paper in a conventional way, I like 
to teach performers the method, which can be used to easily make 
new versions or arrangements and to lengthen or shorten the 
pieces to fit in many situations.  So, bear with me over the next 
few pages of text to learn the tools you’ll need to make the 
piece.  Once you learn the method, I think you’ll have fun 
putting it together.  
 
To Begin 
 
Life is (blank) is based on a series of words gathered from the 
newspaper.  The performers should gather 8 five-letter words from 
an article of their choosing (A), 12 five-letter words from an 
article on a different topic (B), 6 four-letter words from 
another article on yet a different topic (C), and 8-three letter 
words from an article on a 4th topic (D).  
 
The piece is for 4 players:  Player 1 needs the A words; Player 2 
needs the B words; Player 3 needs the A and C words; and player 4 
needs the B and D words.  
 
There are 4 words that all 4 players need for interludes.  Choose 
these words from the topic of each article or section it was 
found in.  For example: sports, politics, business, arts, etc.  
You will make rhythms out of these words following the A 
instructions below.   
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Instrumentation 
 
The piece has been performed most often by Sō Percussion as a 
percussion quartet.  It works well this way, but can be done many 
ways.  Other instrumentalists may find ways to translate this to 
their instrument or divide parts up to make it work.  Anything 
goes, as long as the rhythmic and melodic structures remain in 
place.  
 
To play this as a percussion quartet, it works well to have the 5 
pitches set up in a way that they can be performed with one hand 
using 2 mallets. Be creative.  If you are stumped, send a note to 
me at jasontreuting@gmail.com and we’ll figure it out.  
 
Rhythms 
 
The rhythms for this piece are played between a low and high 
sound. For example, 2 wood blocks (low and high), 2 muted pipes 
(low and high), one low pipe and one higher woodblock, a low C 
and a high C, etc.  
 
The words are played by taking the vowels and consonants of the 
word and assigning rhythms to them as follows: Consonants are 
“straight” eighth-notes, while vowels are syncopated; A’s are in 
3, B’s are in 2, C’s are in 4 and D’s are in 5.  
 

 
 
I will use these words as examples for how to put the rhythms 
together: 
 
Surge, Seems (the topic is Politics) 
 



 

 
 
Now, the first letter of each word starts on the low sound and is 
followed by the high.  The rest of the letters start on the high 
and are followed by the low.   



 
 
 
 
Melodies 
 
The melodies of this piece are played on the consonants over this 
rhythmic pattern.  There are two melodic triads used in the 
piece. The first word uses a C,D,A triad (from low to high).   
 
The second uses a C,F,G triad.  
 

 
 
 



These triads continue alternating between the words.  1st word 
C,D,A. 2nd word C,F,G. 3rd word C,D,A.  4th word C,F,G, and so on.  
 
To form the melody, 2 notes are struck at a time and always 
follow this order:  Play the 2 lowest notes for the first 
consonant in a word; play the 2 outer notes for the 2nd consonant 
in a word; play the 2 highest notes for the 3rd consonant in a 
word.  If there are more consonants, go back to the lowest, etc.  
If there are less than 2, move on when you are done.    
 

 
 
 
Form 
 
A good starting point for the form of this piece is as follows.  
 
A Interlude 
All 4 players play the A interlude (the topic chosen for the A 
words) in unison using the A rhythmic values. (groups of 3) 
 
Section 1- A and B rhythms  
Players 1 and 3 play the B words one time through using their A 
rhythmic values. (groups of 3) 
Players 2 and 4 play through their B words two times through 
using their B rhythmic values. (groups of 2) 
 
B interlude 
All 4 players play the B interlude (the topic chosen for the B 
words) in unison using the A rhythmic values. (groups of 3) 
 
Section 2-  A and B rhythms with melody 
Players play their rhythmic parts from Section 1, adding the 
melody on top.  



 
C interlude 
All 4 players play the C interlude (the topic chosen for the C 
words) in unison using the A rhythmic values. (groups of 3) 
 
Section 1.1 -  A, B, C and D rhythms 
Each player plays their rhythms on their own words.  Player 1 
uses A. Player 2 - B.  Player 3 - C. Player 4 - D.  
 
Players 1 and 2 will play the same material as section 1.  
 
Player 3 plays the C words one time using the C rhythms. (groups 
of 4) Player 4 plays the D rhythms one time through. (groups of 
5)  
 
D interlude  
All 4 players play the D interlude (the topic chosen for the D 
words) in unison using the A rhythmic values (groups of 3). Add 
the melody from the C,F,G triad to this rhythm in unison.  
 
Section 2.2- A,B,C and D rhythms and melody 
Each player takes their rhythmic material from section 1.1 and 
adds the melody notes.  
 
Coda-  
Each player plays the rhythmic material from section 1.1.  For 
the coda, only play a melody note on the first consonant of each 
word and go through the melodic material in succession. So the 
melody for the first consonant of the first word would be a CD, 
the 2nd word CA, the 3rd word DA, the 4th word CF, 5th word CG, 6th 
word FG and repeat until you are done with your words.  
 
End 
To end the piece, everyone plays an FG in unison on the downbeat 
after the last note.  
 
Other options/Extra Credit 
 
If you’d like to use pitched instruments for the rhythms instead 
of un-pitched instruments like woodblocks and metals, go for it.  
Sticking to C pentatonic is an easy answer.  Or try to fill in 
the missing notes of the modes with E’s and B’s and E-flats and 
B-flats. 
 
I always like drones in my music, and adding a low or high drone 
could be interesting.  As with the explanation above, a C drone 
to highlight the C pentatonic would be easy and sound nice.  
Bringing in a 5th with an E and B or an E-flat and B-flat could be 
interesting too.  
 
Other forms can be crafted out of this material to make the piece 
longer or shorter. Rhythms could overlap with some players in 
half -time through a section while others play in normal-time two 



times through the section.  More players could be added using 
these rhythms and melodies. 
 
I like ABA’ forms.  You could play the above form as the 1st A 
section and an abridged A form (maybe interlude C to the end) as 
the A’ section.  For the B section, choose a drone to bring in 
and make noise over it.  Use your words to make the noise. You 
can do this in many ways:  Spell the words to yourself slowly and 
play on the consonants or play at the beginning of each word; get 
the crowd to make some noise with you; get the crowd to sing the 
drone.  Go to town…noise is good.  
 
 If you come up with something you like, let me know. I’d love to 
hear it.  
 
 
 
   


